Summer Term Travel Forum Newsletter 2015
WoW NEwS
Every class now has a WOW monitor and their responsibilities include giving out the
badges, contributing to the newsletter – the monitors are identifiable by their ‘Strider’
badges.
WOW competition! Westfield children took part in the Design a WOW Badge Competition, and out of the 48 entries, Mr Bray and Mr Jones chose Poppy Fennessy
(YR), Tilly Plenderleith (Y1) and Emily Grossman (Y3HS) to represent our school in
the national final. Fingers and walking toes crossed!
Herts WOW newsletter – check out the school’s contributions to this county-wide edition: Sammy Turner (Y3AL) was chosen for inclusion - well done, Sammy!

BIG PEDAL NEWS
We achieved a very impressive 87% child participation - the national
average is 85%. Go Westfield! But there’s always room for improvement… especially with the arrival of summer weather. And, as
always, participating children enjoyed a special breakfast, courtesy
of W1SPA.

Room for Improvement
We’re a competitive bunch, and despite already achieving bronze in the STARS system, we’re going for silver - starting with a new walking bus on Tuesdays from Billet
Lane traffic lights. Please contact Jo Harding (mum of Poppy Y5, Saffron Y2) if you
can join.
Living Streets recently sent home a walking map, showing walk times to school in
town. We’d like to increase our number of Park and Striders - so if you have links to
any local businesses with car parks (naming no names!), please ask if we can use
their space for a short time, morning and afternoon. Thank you!

Can you help?
As always, we’re always keen on new recruits to the Travel Forum. It doesn’t take up
much time - we meet once a half term for half an hour and eat biscuits and slurp tea!
Please contact the office if you’re interested.
Many thanks to you and your children for supporting our non-vehicle travel!
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